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This dissertation mainly aims to explore how Margaret Fuller  
constructed the female discourse during American Renaissance by trough 
The study of the text of her representative works Woman in the Nineteenth 
Century, and main efforts also will be poured on the research of the  social 
context of this text , Fuller’s several important social activities and social 
intercourse and her contribution to early American feminist movement. 
American female have been in a rather lower status relative to the male 
ever since colonial times to the 19th century.Growing up in this social 
envioronment,Margaret Fuller had suffered various restrictions on a 
female,which however inspired her to protest the unequality of her gender;In 
addition, the fact that Fuller had been cultivated as a boy by her father with 
strict requirements and family education set up for her a unique knowledge 
system among women at that time,which also motivated Fuller to ponder and 
call for the equality individual rights of women as men’s;Meanwhile, as one of 
the intellectuals in American Renaissance in Boston,she actived among the 
social male elites,intellectually challenged Emerson and other male thinkers; 
And as the first editor of “The Dail”,organizer of women’s “conversations" 
series in Boston, and the first female reporter of “ the New York Tribune”,her 
social intercourse and social activities not only reflected her practice of 
appealing for woman’s rights, but also prepared for writing “Woman in the 
Nineteenth Century”. 
As Fuller’s most representative works,Woman in the Nineteenth Century  
has mainly reflected her feminist thought. In the book, Fuller vindicated for 
woman's independence,and discussed not only economic but also political rights 
of woman;And for the first time,she payed close attention to homosexual and 













Temperament"and "Sisters Friendship" concepts, devoting to the construction 
of female culture. 
Margaret Fuller has made important contributions for the development of 
early American Feminism and became the pioneer of the women's movement 
through her devotion to fighting for women's equal rights in various aspects in 
her works and life as well. 
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《女权辩护》（A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: with Strictures on 
Political and Moral Subjects，1792），探讨社会对于女性的忽视并呼吁应赋










                                                 
①李银河：《女性权力的崛起》,中国社会科学出版社,1997 年,第 124 页。 
② [美]戴安娜·拉维奇编,陈凯、林本椿、林铮等译,《美国读本》（上册）,国际文化出版公司（北京）,2006
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